It is usual for a scientist to look back on their life and write a book after they retire. Indeed, in the world of dinosaur hunting, there are many such classic works, written after the palaeontologist has visited sites all over the world and has a large stock of anecdotes to engage the reader. Steve Brusatte is unusual, however, as he is aged 33 yet has already had a wide range of experiences around the world.
when he was 17. As a teen, Paul Olsen from the US was collecting dinosaur footprints and writing to President Nixon to establish a geopark in New Jersey. Steve has some excellent and self-effacing stories about his own geekiness as a teenager -turning up in Chicago to show Paul Sereno his fi le of juvenile articles, phoning Walter Alvarez to discuss the endCretaceous mass extinction, writing to experts all over the world to get his fossils identifi ed. But then, there may be something to be said for running our lives in overdrive and starting young. After all, our ancestors could be admirals of the fl eet or bishops by the age of 30.
The book will appeal to general readers, and I think it is aimed primarily at them -the pop-sci market. Perhaps we have progressed far enough that the book will be accepted as a part of that genre, and not shelved under kids' books. In this case, Steve's writing style should appeal generally; he writes with verve, perhaps with too much zip and pizzazz for some, but I think it works. Complex conceptsthe bane of every book writers' life -are sailed over promptly but effectively. In a dinosaur book such as this, how are you to get across the fundamentals of the geological time scale, radiometric dating, plate tectonics, mass extinctions, and macroevolution without boring the reader? And Steve does not shirk the task; he even presents morphometrics and phylogenetic comparative computational methods in words of one syllable.
The absence of graphs and maps might be an impediment. I never feel safe unless I can explain such topics in the Geology 101 or Evolution 101 format, with portraits of Charles Darwin, and plots of fi nches, time scales, and morphospaces. And yet, publishers can be terrifi ed of anything (such as a graph or map) that might scare the readers. The photographs of skeletons and skulls and of palaeontologists in the fi eld are excellent, but sometimes reproduce rather muddily.
The book follows a rough geological chronology from the origin to the extinction of the dinosaurs. We begin in the Triassic, where Steve's sojourn in Europe gave him connections to work in Poland and Portugal. His Polish adventure paid off spectacularly, with the discovery of delicate three-toed footprints that said 'dinosaur', or at least 'dinosauromorph'. This led to an infl uential paper in Proceedings B confi rming other evidence then coming to light that the clade Dinosauria had in fact emerged some 245 million years ago, in the aftermath of the great Permian-Triassic mass extinction, rather than 230 million years ago, in the Late Triassic. This changed perspectives and macroevolutionary models.
Steve then explores the new work on Late Triassic dinosaurs, both in North and South America, that has substantially changed our understanding of the origins of the three main dinosaurian subgroups, the theropods, sauropodomorphs, and ornithischians, but also of dinosaurs that do not fall into these categories, or at least not easily, and their congeners, the huge predatory rauisuchians, fi sheating phytosaurs, and snout-grubbing aetosaurs.
The pace changes as we enter the Jurassic, and Steve describes some less well-known stories, based around his recent studies of the Middle Jurassic of Skye. The sites may seem less exotic than others -the dreich conditions of the western isles of Scotland, working with the wonderful local enthusiast, Gaelic-speaking
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Current Biology 28, R329-R341, April 23, 2018 R333 Dugald Ross, and the waves of the cold North Atlantic beating on the shore. But the fossils are importanttrackways of giant sauropod dinosaurs and delicate skeletons of early mammals and lizards that can reveal extraordinary detail in the digital models compiled from CT scans. This is a new style of fi eldwork, but is yielding as many fi nds as those discovered in the remote deserts of Asia, Africa, and the Americas.
The description of the fi eldwork on sauropod trackways leads to a review of recent work on understanding how the sauropods could exist and fl ourish. It is easy to say that these 50-tonne animals lived for many tens of millions of years worldwide and had somehow discovered a balance in their biology that no living land animal can achieve. However, it is not enough to suggest, as had been done in the past, that the sauropods lived in a Jurassic world of lower gravity, or that they slouched about in lakes to support their huge body weight. The footprints show that they supported their bodies and moved about -some trackways suggesting migrations over huge distances. More recent work by Martin Sander and others shows that sauropods had hit on a solution that combined the best of the reptilian and mammalian worlds, physiologically speaking -egg-laying, the production of many eggs (r-selected), small young, minimal or no parental care, and mass homeothermy -meaning that sauropods probably ate one-tenth of the amount of food an elephant of the same dimensions would have to eat. They achieved suffi cient control of their body temperature by balancing external heat sources, minimising food intake, and not wasting time and energy in giving birth to huge babies that had to be cared for.
Steve follows with a chapter on the classic stories of North American Jurassic dinosaurs out west, the great Bone Wars of the 1870s to 1890s between Cope and Marsh, and the more recent collecting of huge bones. He talks about fi eld trips with Paul Sereno and others, and his work in Chicago on carcharodontosaurs, huge predatory theropods of the Early Cretaceous of North Africa. Then come his favourite -the tyrannosaurs. In fact, Steve's PhD, completed in 2013 at the American Museum of Natural History, must be the dream topic for, let's say, 100 million 7-yearolds worldwide: the phylogeny and evolutionary history of the tyrannosaurs. Steve published papers long and short about the tyrannosaurs, including an article in Science -doing all the right things along the way as he developed his career -and then (unusually for today), he moved straight from PhD to permanent job at the University of Edinburgh (no intervening postdocs). In fact, Steve loves the tyrannosaurs so much that we get two chapters on them, one on tyrannosauroids in general, including those from China with preserved feathers, and then one on the great Tyrannosaurus rex itself. Lap it up, dinosaur fans! The fi nal three chapters cover the other dinosaurs of the Cretaceous, and their eventual demise. We hear about fi eldwork in Montana, Brazil, and China. Indeed, the work in China provides the opener for an important chapter on the origin of birds, and all the astonishing advances of the past 20 years. Steve does a good job of describing the nature of the fi eldwork (although it all sounds purely exciting, and the background work of securing visas and agreements, negotiating costs, and securing vehicles, food supplies, and transport out for the fossils is passed over, but then that is all necessary and dull). He is also good at providing pen portraits of currently active scientists, such as Xu Xing and Jingmai O'Connor at the IVPP in Beijing, who are both making huge advances in studies of the astonishingly well-preserved dinosaurs and fossil birds from Liaoning and other provinces in North China.
In exploring the extinction of the dinosaurs, Steve heads into the fi eld in Italy, Romania, and Montana, and this is a good way to convey the work. The background information on the great asteroid crater at Chicxulub in Mexico and the worldwide evidence for the impact and the consequent blanking of the sun and freezing conditions are presented through personal phone calls and meetings with Walter Alvarez. The diffi culties of estimating the global diversity and ecological importance of different dinosaur groups through the Cretaceous and how to assess whether they were declining or not is touched on, but some of the current computational work would be perhaps too demanding to explain in this format. Steve then ends with a short Epilogue on fi eldwork studies of the Palaeocene, the fi rst world after the dinosaurs, and making the link from then to the present day.
The book is novel in that it does not dwell too much on the wellknown stories, most of them historical (e.g. Mantell and Owen and the fi rst dinosaurs from England, Cope and Marsh and the glory days of digging up huge bones in the American Midwest, the foundation of the great museums, and adventures in the Gobi Desert in the 1920s). There have been books about digging up dinosaurs in England, North America, and Mongolia, so it is good to see fi eldwork in Scotland, Brazil, Romania, Morocco, and China given higher billing here. Steve writes well in the fi rst person, introducing his travels and the people he has met and worked with -this is tricky. How is one to describe people who are currently active in the research fi eld, and especially those who are well established, even senior? The people are all described as wonderful and they are all his best friends. Really…? Perhaps he slides past those who were less than chummy.
And, for the general reader, especially someone with little background in science, or palaeontology in particular, this is good; we need to celebrate the enthusiasm and dogged determination Steve and others show in pursuing their dream. In a world of administrators, health and safety forms, compliance, and risk analysis, it is good to go to the core of humanity and civilisation, and fi nd what makes it all worthwhile -the personal quest after truth, whether it is of immediate utility or not. We are privileged as natural scientists that we span the globe and meet people of all lands -we must not forget that this ease of access is not open to all, and travelogues are still a great way to engage people in scientifi c ideas.
